We deal with the problem of designing suitable languages for the modeling and the automatic verification of properties over analog circuits. To this purpose, we suitably enrich classical temporal logics with basic formulae allowing to model arbitrary functions relating analog variables. We show how to automatically check the resulting CTL f formulae on analog circuits. In particular, we rely on interval arithmetic methods and we extend to the analog context a number of techniques for the abstraction and the verification of digital systems, based on three-valued temporal logics. 
MOTIVATION
Analog circuit design is of great importance in nowadays microelectronics [4, 6] . In order to avoid a large number of defective prototypes, it is necessary to check significant properties of an analog circuit before manufacturing it. Traditionally, the above task relies largely on the cooperation of expert knowledge, manual calculation, and numerical circuit simulation [4] . A quite recent and active research field, named as symbolic analysis of analog circuits, aims at (1) endowing the verification process of some degree of automation (2) coping with variability of parameters and input signals [10, 6, 11] . The above objectives are fullfilled by providing computer algebra algorithms to simplify the mathematical model of an analog circuit. Typically, such procedures Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. work by detecting and deleting subformulae whose influence on the evolution of the system is insignificant. Despite the promising developments, system analysis is still far from being a completely automatic method for the verification of analog circuits.
On the contrary, in the context of digital circuits, model checking allows to verify (1) entirely automatically (2) along all possible executions of the systems, properties that are formally stated in a temporal logic. A natural way to apply model checking to the context of analog circuits verification is the extraction of some finite digital abstraction from the corresponding analog model. Such an approach has been adopted in [5] , where the authors qualitatively proved its effectiveness by applying it to some concrete (and well-understood) examples. As part of their work, the authors proposed an enrichment of classical temporal logic languages, recognizing the inadequacy of the latter to model analog properties. However, their extension is still not satisfactory: As an example, simple properties comparing the values of analog variables along their evolution can still not be dealt with in [5] . Indeed, even if a constraint of the kind x < y could be expressed in [5] , a major problem to its verification would be the impossibility to define grid abstractions of the analog system's (infinite) state-space, such that on each grid box, the property is either true or false.
In this paper, we face the problems of (1) designing a suitable language for modeling analog properties, (2) providing tools to verify properties expressed in such a language over abstractions of analog models (3) formally state the relation of preservation of properties from the abstract model to the (concrete) analog system. The latter problem-fundamental in the spirit of formal verification techniques-is indeed not taken in consideration in [5] . It can be proved that their framework allows to preserve only truth of universal quantified properties from the abstract to the concrete models. Our technique, which combines three-valued temporal logic with interval arithmetic techniques, allows us to apply multivalued model checking to analog systems (rather than classic 2-valued model checking). We show that in the context of analog circuit verification, the gain of using multivalued model checking is the same achieved for digital (infinite) systems [1] : Namely both truth and falsity of general branching temporal formulae are preserved.
PRELIMINARIES
Interval arithmetic [8] assumes closed intervals over the reals as its fundamental computational object. We denote by IR the set of all such closed intervals of R. Each elementary function on R (+,-,*,/,sin, cos, log, e x , x a ) can be easily redefined in the context of IR, by considering the bounds of the corresponding closed intervals. As an example, the rules for recasting each binary operator ∈ {+, −, * } on the domain IR are given by [ A box of dimension n is a subset of R n that can be defined as the cartesian product of n closed intervals. We denote by IR n the set of all boxes of dimension n. The second part of this preliminary section introduces some basic concepts and notations for analog circuits. Analog circuits can be formally described via a set of differential algebraic equations (DAE):
Definition 2.1 (Inclusion Function). The function
where x ∈ R m denotes the vector of system variables,ẋ ∈ R m denotes the corresponding time derivatives, and u ∈ R m is the vector of input signals. However, most real-world circuits can be modelled in the so called semi-explicit form:
In this paper, we refer to analog circuits models as concrete models, and we denote them by tuples of the form
, where:
• D is a differential rule describing the evolution of dependent variables, that can be written as:
A trajectory of C is a function ρ : R → R n , which describes a possible time evolution of dependent/independent variables according to the differential rule D and to the invariant condition I.
CTLF : A TEMPORAL LOGIC FOR SPEC-IFICATION OF ANALOG PROPERTIES
In this section, we develop a suitable temporal logic for specification of the temporal evolution of analog and mixed signals. Our CTL f language can be viewed as an enrichment of the classical CTL language [2, 9] , originally designed for the temporal analysis of digital finite systems. In particular, we allow CTL f 'basic formulae' to state the membership in boxes of values given by arbitrary elementary functional relations. The evolution of these functional relations is then modeled using classical CTL temporal operators. 
is an arbitrary composition of elementary functions, and I is a box in IR
p .
Note that we do not include in our CTL f logic the usual neXt temporal operator [3] . In fact, since we want to use CTL f to model analog properties, the notion of next point in time is meaningless in our context. Other temporal operators (as for example, the operators stating that some property holds Globally or Finally on some path) can be encoded in our grammar (endowed of the only Until temporal operator) by standard definitions [2, 9] .
Definition 3.2 (CTL f Concrete Semantics). Let v = (v1, . . . , vn) be a state in the concrete system
C = X D , X I ,
D, I and let φ be a CTL f formula. Then, the two-shaped value [v |= φ] ∈ {tt, ff} is inductively defined as follows:
• [v |= f (xi 1 , . . . , xi m ) I] = tt iff f (vi 1 , . . . , vi m ) ∈ I. • [v |= φ1 ∨ φ2] = tt iff [v |= φ1] = tt ∨ [v |= φ2] = tt. • [v |= ¬φ1] = tt iff [v |= φ1] = ff.
• [v |= Eφ1Uφ2] = tt iff there exists a trajectory ρ departing from v and a point of time t such that [ρ(t) |= φ2] = tt and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t, [ρ(t ) |= φ1] = tt.
•
[v |= Aφ1Uφ2] = tt iff for each trajectory ρ departing from v, there exists a point of time t such that [ρ(t) |= φ2] = tt and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t, [ρ(t ) |= φ1] = ff.
It is well known [7] that simple problems such as reachability are generally computationally intractable for analog systems, or even not decidable for hybrid (i.e. mixed analog/digital) systems endowed with rather trivial continuous dynamics. In our context, the systems motivating the analysis are characterized by complex analog behaviours. Moreover, it is likely that the analog properties that we want to check for validity can not be expressed in any decidable theory of the reals. Hence, to reconcile the need of reasoning on general analog behaviors with the spirit of automatic formal analysis, we develop here a notion of three-valued abstract semantics for our logic CTL f . Specifically, we first define the concept of box modal abstraction structure (cf. Definition 3.3). On this ground, we use the power of interval arithmetic to evaluate CTL f formulae to one of the three values {tt, ff,⊥}, on a given box modal abstraction. X = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of n real valued 
tt if there exists a must-subpath {bi} must i=0..k departing from b such that:
ff if for all may-path {bi} may i∈N departing from b and for all i ≥ 0, it holds that:
tt if for all may-path {bi} 
RELATING ABSTRACT & CONCRETE SEMANTICS: PRESERVATION RESULTS
An immediate motivation to the choice of defining a threevalued abstract semantics for our CTL f logic is the naturalness of having discrete abstract states where it is not possible to determine a definitive true or false value for basic CTL f formulae. In this section, we show that the above choice has a further fundamental advantage. In fact, it allows to apply 3-valued model checking techniques-rather than classical (2-valued) model checking-for the automated reasoning on analog circuits. In the context of digital systems, three-valued abstractions and model checking [1] have the advantage of preserving both truth and falsity of totally branching temporal logic from so called partial Kripke structures (playing the rule of abstract systems) to complete Kripke structures (playing the role of concrete digital systems). On the contrary, classical model checking allows only the preservation of formulae containing exclusively universal path quantifiers and evaluating to the truth over the abstraction. We prove that the same gain is obtained in the context of analog systems abstraction/verification, when using three-valued logics. In order to formalize the above ideas, we introduce the notion of preserving box modal abstractions for a given analog model
. The conditions ensuring a box modal abstraction to be preserving for C naturally extends the notion of completeness preorder in [1] , to the case in which the concrete system evolves according to continuous trajectories (rather than following discrete paths). Let ≺ to be the partial relation on {tt, ff, ⊥} such that ⊥ ≺ tt, ⊥ ≺ ff ∧ ∀a ∈ {tt, ff, ⊥}(a ≺ a). 
∀t ∈ R(ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1 → bi ρ(t))
Given a preserving box modal abstraction A of C, the preserving concretization for A and C is the maximum relation satisfying the three above conditions. 
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